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С целью повышения выживаемости знаний у студентов старших курсов и для 

подготовки своих кадров с системными знаниями иностранных языков 

необходимо более широкое введение элективных курсов по иностранным 

языкам, что даст возможность студентам, заинтересованным в дальнейшем 

изучении языка, поддерживать свои знания на должном уровне и 

совершенствовать языковую подготовку. 

Efremov S. V. 

WAY OF LEARNING ENGLISH INDEPENDENTLY 

Why is it important for someone to speak English ? Because English plays an 

important role in communication among young generation. Day by day  this 

generation realizes the importance of learning English. The majority of people find 

the ways of learning English by means of English courses where they will have to 

pay money for these courses and they will acquire knowledge in such a way. 

Attending these English courses a beginner will have to find a spare or appointed 

time of doing it before a work or after hours. He will have to do different kind of 

homework at home and do some kind of exercises in the course of  a lesson in 

English courses. After а lesson a person will be a bit tired and he will have to go to a 

place of work or the other way around he will have to attend English courses after 

hours. It can affect a state of person in some way. But people forget about possibility 

of learning English in a different way by means of independent way of learning 

English.  In this case they won’t have to spend money on the English courses. A 

beginner can economize a great deal of money spending money on an english 

literature. It means he can learn English without leaving his place. It is a nice 

advantage for every single beginner. Nowadays it becomes popular to practise 

English in an oral way. Speaking skilles are all – important for everyone.  

 In the first place a person can speak to someone in the course of conversation.  

 In the second place another person can listen to him.  

 In the third place they understand each other and they can keep conversation 

going.    

  Speaking skills cannot  be acquired in an easy way. In order to acquire them 
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every single person must deal with reading  and grammar. It means they cannot exist 

in a separate way. Grammar influences understanding and learning of grammar 

tenses. Reading has impact on enlargement of reading skills and  development of 

speaking skills. The more person reads the better he speaks.  

What is the best way of doing it ?  

- First and foremost a beginner must read information concerning English for 

half an hour. When a person reads it he broadens his visual memory. 

- Secondly if a beginner read all sentences he would have to make up questions 

to sentences regarding the grammar tense or the other way around – to make up 

sentences to questions.  

He will have to do it in an oral way. It must be done constantly every single day 

without stopping. But for desire it is impossible to learn English.  

In order to achieve his objective a person must be hard – working not lazy. 

Laziness is the worst disavantage for a person who wants to learn English. But  every 

single person has to know the way of learning English.  

Selection of literature. One can start with an adoptive literature like school books. It 

is easy for beginners to read and translate sentences, questions of texts from English 

into Russian. A beginner can cope with them.  

Translation of sentences and questions from English into Russian   gives a beginner 

possibility of enlarging a scope of words. A beginner has to apply a dictionary to 

translate sentences and questions. 

 Learning of words by heart after reading.  

A search for person who speaks English.   

11. When a person keeps to these factors he will do well at learning of English. He 

will overcome obstacles coming his way. He will succeed in speaking English in an 

oral way. Everything depends on him. The more he is hard – working the quickly his 

dream comes true. Because anybody doesn’t want to fail in English at the beginning 

of the independent learning of English.   
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